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ABSTRACT

Supra-arcade downflows (SADs) are dark voids descending towards the post-reconnection flare loops and exhibit

obvious variation in properties like width. However, due to the lack of further statistical studies, the mechanism

behind such variations hitherto remains elusive. Here we statistically investigated widths of 81 SADs observed in

one flare by the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO). For each of SADs, six moments were selected with equal time
intervals to measure their widths at different stages of their evolution. It is found that most SADs show a roughly

monotonous width decrease during their descents, while some SADs with small initial widths can have complex

evolutions. 3D reconstruction results based on SDO and Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory Ahead (STEREO-A)

images and thermal properties analysis reveal that differences in magnetic and plasma environments may result in
that SADs in the north are overall wider than those in the south. Additionally, correlation analysis between the

width and other parameters of SADs was further conducted and revealed that: (1) SADs with different initial widths

show no significant differences in their temperature and density evolution characteristics; (2) SADs with small initial

widths usually appear in lower heights, where more frequent collisions between SADs could lead to their intermittent

acceleration, width increment, and curved trajectories. These results indicate that SADs with different initial widths
are produced the same way while different environments (magnetic field or plasma) could affect their subsequent

width evolutions.

Key words: magnetic reconnection, Sun: activity, Sun: atmosphere, Sun: flares, Sun: magnetic fields

1 INTRODUCTION

Solar flares are one of the most violent events in the so-
lar atmosphere, which is caused by magnetic reconnection.
Supra-arcade fans are diffuse regions above flare arcades with
∼10 MK plasma (McKenzie & Hudson 1999; McKenzie 2000;
Hanneman & Reeves 2014) and are often observed at ex-
treme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray (SXR) wavelengths
(Freed & McKenzie 2018). Dark tadpole-like voids are usu-
ally observed to descend through these fans and called supra-
arcade downflows (SADs) (McKenzie & Hudson 1999). They
were first observed by the Yohkoh Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT;
McKenzie 2000; Khan et al. 2007), and always found in the
early decay phases of long-term eruptive flares that produce
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) (McKenzie & Hudson 1999;
Sheeley & Wang 2002; Innes et al. 2003; Savage et al. 2010).
However, Asai et al. (2004) and Khan et al. (2007) found
that SADs can also happen in the impulsive phase of solar
flares.

⋆ Corresponding author, yijunhou@nao.cas.cn

SADs have a typical lifetime of a few to ten min-
utes, and their velocities are about 20–500 km s−1

(Savage & McKenzie 2011; Maglione et al. 2011; Tan et al.
2022; Xie et al. 2022). SADs are filled with low-density
plasma (Innes et al. 2003; Savage et al. 2012), and most
SADs are cooler than the surrounding fan plasma according
to the results of differential emission measure (DEM) analy-
sis (Hanneman & Reeves 2014; Reeves et al. 2017; Xue et al.
2020). Recently, Zurbriggen et al. (2022) found that radio ob-
servations could be helpful to detect SADs through modeling,
which will provide a new method to calculate the temperature
and density of SADs.

SADs are also closely associated with other phenomena
or physical processes. For example, recently, Samanta et al.
(2021) found obvious soft X-ray emission enhancement where
SADs collide with the flare loop, indicating heating of local
plasma to 10-20 MK. Similar phenomenon was also reported
by Awasthi et al. (2022), who proposed that SADs could
cause quasi-periodic pulsation observed during flare grad-
ual phase and play an important role in transporting flaring
energy to the low atmosphere. Furthermore, Samanta et al.
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2 Tan et al.

(2019) found that SADs can cause oscillations in plasma up-
flows through vortex shedding, which is the first time this
mechanism has been observed on the Sun. In addition, SADs
can result in the temperature increase of regions with SADs
passby, which could be the adiabatic compression in front
of SADs (Reeves et al. 2017; Xue et al. 2020; Li et al. 2021;
Tan et al. 2022) and viscous heating (Reeves et al. 2017).
Three-dimensional (3D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) sim-
ulation also suggested that adiabatic compression is impor-
tant for plasma heating in large scale current sheet regions in
the eruption(Reeves et al. 2019).

Although SADs play an important role in the en-
ergy transport in the solar atmosphere, their forma-
tion mechanism is still in dispute. In order to explore
the formation process of SADs, there are many observa-
tional (McKenzie & Hudson 1999; McKenzie & Savage 2009;
Warren et al. 2011; Hanneman & Reeves 2014; Chen et al.
2017) and simulation (Cassak et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2014;
Innes et al. 2014; Cécere et al. 2015; Zurbriggen et al. 2016)
studies. At first, McKenzie & Hudson (1999) proposed that
SADs are the cross-sections of evacuated flux tubes. And
with high-resolution data from the Solar Dynamics Obser-
vatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012)/Atmospheric Imaging As-
sembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012), a further explanation was
proposed by Savage et al. (2012) that SADs are the wakes
behind the shrinking flare loops, which is consistent with the
results based on three-dimensional bursty reconnection model
(Linton & Longcope 2006; Guidoni & Longcope 2011). The
SAD model developed by Maglione et al. (2011) reported
that SADs are a consequence of the shocks happened in inter-
mittent, bursty magnetic reconnection. Cassak et al. (2013)
pointed out the wakes would be filled too quickly by the sur-
rounding denser and hot plasma, and proposed that SADs are
low-density outflow jets produced by reconnection penetrat-
ing into the denser flare arcades but not in the supra-arcade
fans. On the other hand, some models have demonstrated
that instability also contributes to the formation of SADs.
Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) between the reconnection
outflow and the denser plasma sheet can produce the SADs
(Guo et al. 2014; Innes et al. 2014). Recently, Shen et al.
(2022) proposed that RTI and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabil-
ity (RMI) happening in the turbulent interface region be-
tween post-reconnection flare arcades and plasma sheet can
also produce SADs.

Despite many observational interpretations and simulated
models proposed in the past, nature of some observational
features of SADs still can not be successfully explained to
date. And the variation of SAD width is among the most
elusive one. Developing an automatically tracking algorithm,
Xie et al. (2022) performed a statistical study of SADs de-
tected from multiple solar flares and found that the width
of SADs is about 1.2–20 arcsec and has log-normal distribu-
tion characteristic showing good consistency with the result
reported byMcKenzie & Savage (2011). SADs are usually ob-
served when the supra-arcade fans is face-on, i.e., the line of
sight (LOS) is perpendicular to the arcades’ axis, and high
temporal resolution EUV observations reveal that the ap-
pearance of SADs would change with evolution of the fan,
e.g., from wide to thin and from short to long (Savage et al.
2010; Warren et al. 2011). Although some papers have inves-
tigated width of SADs, due to the lack of further statistical
study of width variation of SADs (especially observed in one

single flare), several open questions still remain: What are the
distribution and evolution characteristics of widths of SADs
during one flare? What are the key factors determining the
width of these SADs as well as their evolution characteristics?
What are the differences of other parameters of these SADs
with different widths? Do the SADs with different widths
have the same formation mechanism?
Insights into these questions are necessary to understand

the width variation and formation mechanisms of SADs and
call for a comprehensive statistical investigation on the width
of SADs observed during one flare. In this paper, we employed
the SAD sample constructed by Tan et al. (2022) based on
observations from the SDO/AIA, and statistically investi-
gated the distribution and evolution characteristics of widths
of SADs appearing in one flare. In addition, correlation analy-
sis between the width and other physical parameters of SADs
is also conducted. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents the observations and data anal-
ysis method used in this work. Section 3 shows results of
SAD width distributions and correlation analysis with other
parameters. In Section 4, we briefly summarize our findings.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS

2.1 Observations

The SAD sample analyzed here was constructed in our recent
work (Tan et al. 2022) and based on the SDO/AIA observa-
tions. The AIA telescopes cover a full-disk field of view (FOV)
up to ∼ 1.30 R⊙, thus capable of observing flares near the
solar limb (Lemen et al. 2012). The 6 EUV passbands (94,
131, 171, 193, 211, and 335 Å) on AIA are sensitive to corona
temperature (from 105.5 to 107.5 K) and have a high temporal
cadence of 12 s and angular resolution of ∼0.6′′. The AIA 131
Å passband is mainly contributed by Fe xxi and the plasma
temperature is about 10 MK in which the SADs always are
observed. We used the aia_prep routine which is available in
the Solar Software (SSW; Freeland & Handy 1998) package
to rotate and align AIA images.
To reconstruct 3D structure of flare loops below the SADs,

we also employ observations made by the Extreme Ultraviolet
Imager (EUVI; Wuelser et al. 2004) telescope on board the
Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory Ahead (STEREO-A).
The EUVI instrument is part of the Sun Earth Connection
Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation instrument (SECCHI;
Howard et al. 2008), and can observe the low corona like 195
Å passband to 1.7 R⊙ with spatial resolution of ∼1.6′′. The
EUVI data were processed by using the secchi-prep routine
available in SSW.

2.2 Identification of SADs

As introduced in Tan et al. (2022), 81 SADs were identified
according to the frame-by-frame check of AIA 131 Å images.
More details can be found in that paper. In Figure 1, we
plot trajectories of all the 81 SADs on one 131 Å image with
different colors according to their appearance times.

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2023)



Statistic of Width of Supra-Arcade Downflows 3

Figure 1. 81 SADs identified in the hot flare region. The trajectories of SADs are approximated by curves with different colors corresponding
to their appearance times. Six circles with different radii in each curve represent the evolutive width of one SAD during its descent. Two
white lines divide the whole area into north region, middle region, and south region, where appearance times of SADs exhibit different
features.

2.3 Width Measurements

Because the morphological outline of SADs is not obvious
when they first appeared and finally disappeared, parameter
measurement at the beginning and end times will inevitably
cause large errors. To avoid this kind of measurement errors,
here we define the start and end time of SADs as one minute
after their appearance and before their disappearance, respec-
tively. Then, period between these two time points is divided
into 5 equal parts, and we obtain six moments: t0, t1, t2, t3,
t4, t5 (thus six sites), to measure various physical parame-
ters of SADs, including width, temperature, density, velocity,
and trajectory curvature. At each moment, SAD width is
uniformly measured at the site 8 arcsecond behind the front
of SAD and defined as the spatial scale of SAD along the
direction perpendicular to its trajectory. In Figure 1, each
SAD has six different widths during its descent, which are
marked by circles with different radii. As a result, the initial
(wini), maximum (wmax), and average widths (wave) of each
SAD can be calculated, and their distributions of 81 SADs
are shown in Figure 2.

2.4 DEM Analysis

DEM analysis is also performed to study the temperature and
density characteristics of SADs. The codes we used to perform
the DEM analysis were written by Cheung et al. (2015) and
improved by Su et al. (2018). The specific calculation method
is described in our previous article (Tan et al. 2022). In order
to compare the thermal parameters more accurately, after
determining the position of the front of SADs, we uniformly
defined the position 8 arcsecond behind the front as the site
of body for temperature and density measurements.

2.5 Velocity and Trajectory Curvature Calculations

Velocities and trajectory curvatures at the 6 moments are
also calculated for each SAD. For each moment, we calculated
an average velocity within one minute before and after this
moment. To represent curvature of the whole trajectory, we
define a variate Cur as the sum of the absolute value of the
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4 Tan et al.

Figure 2. Width distributions of 81 SADs. a: Distribution of all widths at the six moments of each SAD during its descent. b: Distribution
of the initial width of each SAD during its descent. c: Distribution of the max width of each SAD during its descent. d: Distribution of
the average width of each SAD during its descent.

curvature values of the six points and the maximum curvature
value of the trajectory:

Cur =
5∑

i=0

|curi|+max(|cur|) (1)

where curi = △αi

△si
is the curvature of the i-th point. △αi

represents the change value of tangent angle of the trajectory
within 12 s before and after the i-th point, and△si represents
length of the trajectory within 12 s before and after the i-th
point.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we show the results of SAD width distribu-
tions and correlation analysis between width and other pa-
rameters of SADs. For the correlation analysis, SADs are re-
spectively classified into two different groups from the follow-
ing perspectives: (1) According to the initial width (wini), 15
SADs with the largest wini and 15 SADs with the smallest
wini in the north region are selected; (2) According to the evo-
lution characteristic of width, SADs are divided into 2 groups,
one of which perform roughly monotonous decrease of width
during the descent (SADWdec) while the other one perform
complicated evolution of width (SADWcom); (3) According
to the evolution characteristic of body and front tempera-
ture, SADs are divided into 2 groups, one of which increase
gradually ((T4+T5)/2 < 2T0, SADTgra) while the other one

increase impulsively ((T4+T5)/2 > 2T0, SADTimp); (4) Ac-
cording to the evolution characteristic of body and front den-
sity, SADs are divided into 2 groups, one of which increase
gradually ((N4+N5)/2 < 2N0, SADNgra) while the other one
increase impulsively ((N4+N5)/2 > 2N0, SADNimp); (5) Ac-
cording to the evolution characteristic of velocity, SADs are
divided into 2 groups, one of which perform great decrease of
velocity at middle time ((V2+V3)/2< 0.5V0, SADV dec) while
the other one have a significant acceleration ((V2+V3)/2 >

V0, SADV acc); (6) According to the trajectory curvature,
SADs are divided into 2 groups, one of which is curved (Cur

> 0.4, SADCur) while the other one is nearly straight (Cur

<0.4, SADStr). In Table 1, we show the initial and maxi-
mum width of the 81 SADs and their various classifications
mentioned above.

3.1 Overall Distribution

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of 81 SADs in the
flare region. It is revealed that as the flare evolved, the re-
gion where SADs mainly appear moved from the north part
to the south part (Tan et al. 2022). According to the appear-
ance time, we divided the whole region into three parts: the
north region where SADs are concentrated in early stage; the
south region where SADs are concentrated in late stage; the
middle region where the appearance times of SADs are rela-
tively scattered. Moreover, one can see that the SADs in the
north region have larger widths than those in the south re-
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gion overall. We suggest that such difference could be caused
by different magnetic environments.

In Figure 2, we show statistical distribution of widths for
81 SADs, including all the calculated widths (wall), initial
width (wini), maximum width (wmax), and average width
(wave) during the descent of SADs. As shown in Figure
2(a), wall present an approximate log-normal distribution,
which is consistent with the results of Xie et al. (2022). Sim-
ilar log-normal distribution was also found in width of plas-
moids during a CME or late time dissipation rate during
RMI in fluid mechanics(Weber et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2013;
Patel et al. 2020). About the nature of the log-normal distri-
bution of SAD width, McKenzie & Savage (2011) provided a
possible scenario with minimal assumptions, in which SADs
forming through patchy reconnection grow at a rate propor-
tional to the size of the patch. However, in Figures 2(b)-(d),
distributions of wini, wmax and wave show a double-peak
structure. We suggest it could be caused by the width dif-
ference of SADs in the north and south regions (as shown in
Figure 1).

3.2 Relationship between maximum width and magnetic field

configuration

To check if the double-peak structure shown in Figures 2(b)-
(d) are caused by the width difference of SADs in the north
and south regions, we further analyzed respective width dis-
tributions of SADs in the two regions. The distribution of
wmax of SADs in the north region is shown in Figure 3(c1)
and exhibits an average value of ∼ 16.2 arcsecond. Figure
3(c2) shows the distribution of wmax of SADs in the south
with an average value of ∼ 11.9 arcsecond. Obviously, the
northern SADs have larger widths than those in the south
region. We speculate that it is the different magnetic envi-
ronments that result in the difference of observed widths of
SADs in these two regions through projection effect. To ver-
ify this point, we combined observations from two perspec-
tives of SDO and STEREO-A to reconstruct 3D structures
of flare loops below SADs in the north and south regions.
Detailed description about the reconstruction method can be
found in Luo et al. (2021). 3D structures of two loops in the
north and south regions are reconstructed for the two mo-
ments when SADs are concentrated in the north and south
regions, respectively. It is revealed that the angle of the flare
loop in the north region to the LOS is 28◦ around 14:30 UT
(Figures 3(a1) and (b1)), and the angle of the flare loop in
the south region to the LOS is 9◦ around 16:00 UT (Figures
3(a2) and (b2), showing remarkable difference. As a result, it
is reasonable to say that the magnetic environments in the
north and south regions are different, which then affects the
observed widths of SADs there.

Figures 3(d1-d2) show the average height distributions of
the SADs in the north and south regions. In our study, the
average height of SADs is defined as the average of the heights
at six moments during the descent. And the heights we mea-
sured all refer to the radial distances between the SAD and
the solar limb. The result reveals that the average height
of SADs in the north region is relatively higher, hinting that
plasma environments (e.g., temperature and density) of SADs
in the north and south regions could be different.

3.3 Relationship between maximum width and thermal

properties

In order to find out whether the properties of plasma sur-
rounding SADs in the north and south regions is related
to the significant difference of their wmax, we have investi-
gated the temperature and density of fan plasma surround-
ing SADs. In Figures 4(a,b) and (d,e), we show temperature
maps and density maps at two moments when SADs are con-
centrated in the north and south regions, respectively. For
each SAD, we measure the temperature and density of six
SAD sites at the time 3 minutes before its arriving moment
and then obtain an average temperature and density value.
Figure 4(c) reveals that there is no obvious difference of am-
bient plasma temperature between the SADs with different
widths in the north and south regions. But the plasma sur-
rounding SADs with smaller widths in the south region have
larger density than that of SADs with larger widths in the
north region (Figure 4(f)). Combining the fact shown in Fig-
ures 3(d1-d2) that the average height of SADs in the north
region is relatively higher than that in the south region, we
propose that due to lower occurrence site of magnetic recon-
nection, the SADs in the south region appear in a relatively
lower altitude thus have a plasma environment with higher
density, which tends to breed SADs with small widths.
It is worth noting that the comparative analysis of plasma

properties is conducted here to the two groups of SADs with
different observed widths located in two different regions,
where the magnetic environments and heights of the SADs
have been proven to be different. As a result, the different
widths of SADs in these two regions could result from a com-
bination of magnetic and plasma factors, among which it is
difficult to determine the dominant one. For an unbiased eval-
uation of influence of plasma environment on the evolution
of SADs’ width, in the future, we need to select SADs with
similar appearance width, height, velocity, and magnetic en-
vironment. Then we can investigate how the width of these
SADs would evolve when they enter into lower atmospheres
with different plasma environments during their descents.

3.4 Other parameter characteristics of two groups of SADs

with the largest and smallest initial widths

Besides external factors like the magnetic environment and
plasma environment discussed above, variation of SAD width
could also be essentially caused by their different formation
mechanisms. If the SADs with different widths are produced
by different mechanisms, their initial widths, other physical
parameters, and their subsequent evolutions would naturally
show obvious differences. As a result, in the following sub-
sections, correlation analysis between the initial width, other
parameters, and their evolutions was further conducted to
explore other potential factors determining the width varia-
tion.
Firstly, we selected two groups of SADs with significantly

different initial widths to check if their other parameters, like
appearance time, appearance height, disappearance height,
velocity at t0 moment (V0), lifetime, temperature and density
at t0 moment, show obvious differences. In order to eliminate
the interference caused by different magnetic field configura-
tions in the north and south regions, we selected 15 SADs
with the largest initial widths and 15 ones with the small-
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6 Tan et al.

Figure 3. Differences in magnetic environments, width distributions, and average height distributions of SADs in the north region and
south region. a1-a2 and b1-b2: SDO/AIA 193 and STEREO-A/EUVI 195 Å images showing flare loops below the SADs. Two loops selected
in the north and south regions are marked by red and blue curves, respectively. Their angles to LOS are calculated through the 3D ellipse
loop fitting. c1-c2 and d1-d2: Statistical distributions of the width and average height of SADs observed in the north and south regions,
respectively.

est initial widths in the north region for parameter compar-
ison. As shown in Figures 5(a), (c), and (d), the two groups
of SADs show no significant differences in their appearance
time, disappearance heights, and initial projective velocities.
From panels (b) and (e), one can see that SADs with larger
initial widths naturally have larger appearance heights and
lifetimes than those with smaller initial widths. Panels (f)-(i)
show that the SADs with larger widths tend to have lower
temperatures and densities both in body and front, which
could result from their higher appearance heights.

After comparing the distributions of different parameters
of the two groups of SADs, we further check their evolution
characteristics in Figure 6. It is revealed that for most SADs
with large initial widths, their widths decrease monotonously
during the descent while widths of some SADs with small
initial widths show complicated evolution (panel (a)). Panels
(b,c) and (e,f) show that the two groups of SADs have sim-
ilar temperature and density evolution characteristics, both
in their front and body. And panel (d) reveals that some
SADs with small initial widths could show complicated de-
scent with obvious accelerations while most SADs with large
initial widths show roughly monotonous decelerations.

After comparing parameter characteristics of the two
groups of SADs with distinctly different initial widths, ac-
cording to the classifications based on the evolution features
of different parameters mentioned at the begin of this section,
we further analyzed width distributions of the different types
of SADs.

3.5 Width distributions of SADs with different width

evolution properties

Figure 7 exhibits the evolution of widths of 81 SADs, and
they are divided into 2 groups: SADWdec and SADWcom as
mentioned at the beginning of this Section. To be specific, the
SADs with >2 moments showing width increment or 1 mo-
ment with a >20% width increase compared to its previous
moment are classified as SADWcom. And the other SADs are
identified as SADWdec. According to this classification, initial
width distributions of the two types of SADs are shown in
Figure 8(a). To avoid effect of the magnetic environment fac-
tor, SADs in the north and south regions are further shown in
panels (b) and (c), respectively. SADWdec tend to have larger
initial widths than SADWcom, which is consistent with Fig-
ure 6(a). We suggest that the SADs with large initial widths
tend to appear at a higher height, where the magnetic pres-
sure is relatively small. And it is nature that these SADs
would show obvious decrease in their spatial scale during the
descent to lower atmosphere with stronger magnetic fields.
As for the SADWcom, they are found to have smaller initial
widths and appear at a lower height (Figure 12(a)), where
collision or mergence would occur more frequently between
SADs and lead to the width increment. Similar processes have
also been reported in Savage et al. (2012) that two SADs
can merge and become a larger descending void. In addi-
tion, it should be noted that some SADs will split during the
descend(Innes et al. 2014). During our identification of SADs
in this work, when one SAD splits into two parts, we would
continue to track the relatively larger part and measure its
width as the SAD’s width in the following time. As a result,
the splitting of SADs will naturally reduce their measured
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Figure 4. Properties of plasma surrounding SADs in the north and south regions. a,b: Temperature maps at two moments when SADs are
concentrated in the north and south regions, respectively. c: Statistical distribution of temperature of SADs’ ambient plasma in the north
and south regions. d,e: Similar to a,b, but for density maps. f : Similar to c, but for statistical distribution of density.

widths, which could result in the rapid decrease of widths
during the evolution of some SADs.

3.6 Width distributions of SADs with different thermal

evolution properties

Figures 9(a,e) exhibit the temperature evolution of 81 SADs,
and they are divided into 2 groups: SADTgra and SADTimp as
mentioned at the beginning of this Section. Panels (b,f) show
the width distribution of two types of SADs in the whole re-
gion. It reveals that width distributions of these two types
of SADs with different temperature evolution characteristics
are basically similar, which is consistent with result as shown
in Figures 6(b,c). To exclude influence of the magnetic en-
vironment factor, SADs in the north and south regions are
respectively shown in panels (b,d) and (g,h). It is obvious that
most SADs in the south region have small initial widths and
are classified as SADTgra for the body temperature, which
result in that the width of SADTgra is slightly smaller than
that of SADTimp as shown in panel (b).

Similar analysis is also conducted for the density of SAD
body and front. As shown in Figure 10, two groups of SADs
with different density evolution characteristics shows no re-
markable difference in their width distributions, which is con-

sistent with Figures 6(e,f). Here one can see that no signif-
icant differences of initial width distribution are found be-
tween the two types of SADs with different evolution charac-
teristics of thermal parameters like temperature and density,
indicating the same formation mechanism of these SADs.

3.7 Width distributions of SADs with different kinematic

evolution properties

We further investigated the initial width distributions of
SADs with different velocity evolution properties and trajec-
tory curvatures. Figure 11(a) exhibits the velocity evolution
of 81 SADs, which could be divided into 2 groups: SADV dec

and SADV acc as mentioned at the beginning of this Section.
As shown in panels (b,c), SADV acc tend to have smaller initial
widths than SADV dec, which is consistent with Figure 6(d).
By checking appearance heights of these SADs, we found
that the appearance heights of SADV acc are overall smaller
than the appearance heights of SADV dec as shown in Figure
12(b), where more frequent collisions between SADs would
happen and result in intermittent acceleration of SADs. Fig-
ures 11(c,d) also reveal that SADs in the north region are
mostly decelerated, while the ones in the south region seem
to be mainly accelerated. It may be due to the fact that the
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Figure 5. Other parameter distributions of two groups of SADs with the largest and smallest initial width in the north region. For the two
groups of SADs, distributions of their appearance times (Timeapp at t0), appearance heights (Happ at t0), disappearance heights (Hdis

at t5), velocities(V0 at t0), lifetimes, temperatures, and densities are represented by red and blue histograms, respectively.

appearance height of the south SADs is obviously lower than
that of the north SADs, and the SADs with lower appearance
heights are more prone to acceleration (as shown in Figure
12(b)).

Figures 11(e)-(g) reveal that there are some SADs with
large trajectory curves, and they all have small initial widths.
It is also found that the appearance heights of SADcur are
overall smaller than the appearance heights of SADstr (Figure
12(c)). Therefore, we speculate that at lower height, the inter-
actions like collisions or merging between different SADs, and
interactions with surrounding turbulent plasma, could take
place more frequently and affect the trajectories of SADs.

Although beyond the scope of this study, we want to note
that in the future, more cases of merging or splitting SADs
should be investigated in detail with high-resolution observa-
tions. Comprehensive analyses of heights, widths, velocities,
acceleration rates, and trajectory curvatures of these typical

SADs at different times during their descents and the corre-
lations between these properties are very important to under-
stand SADs’ dynamic behaviors and the underlying evolution
mechanism.

4 SUMMARY

In this study, we statistically investigated widths of 81 SADs
observed during the flare occurring on May 22, 2013. After
measuring widths of these SADs during their descents, we ob-
tained their width distributions and evolution characteristics
of widths. Then for the first time, we conducted correlation
analysis between width and the other parameters of these
SADs. Our findings can be summarized as follows:

(i) All SAD widths measured at 6 moments during the de-
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Figure 6. Other parameter evolutions of two groups of SADs with the largest and smallest initial width in the north region. For the two
groups of SADs, evolutions of their widths, temperatures, velocities, and densities are represented by red and blue broken line, respectively.

scent show a log-normal distribution, while the initial width,
maximum width and average width of SADs during the de-
scent show a double-peak structure in this flare. We find that
this double-peak structure is caused by the fact that SADs
observed in the north flare region tend to have larger observed
widths than those in the south region.

(ii) Combining SDO and STEREO-A images, we recon-
structed 3D structures of flare loops below the SADs and
found that the flare loops in the north have a larger angle to
the line of sight than those in the south, which may affect the
observed widths of SADs in the two regions.

(iii) By comparing the properties of plasma surrounding
the SADs as well as their heights in the north and south
regions, we find that the SADs in the south region appear in
a relatively lower altitude thus have a plasma environment
with higher density, which tends to breed SADs with small
widths.

(iv) Excluding the effect of magnetic field and plasma en-
vironment, SADs with different initial widths show no sig-
nificant differences in their appearance time, disappearance
heights, and initial projective velocities. However, SADs with
larger initial widths usually have larger appearance heights,
lifetimes and thus lower temperatures and densities than
those with smaller initial widths.

(v) Most SADs with large initial widths show roughly
monotonous width decelerations during their descents while
widths of some SADs with small initial widths could show
complicated evolutions. We suggest that former type of SADs
tend to appear at a higher height and are nature to show obvi-

ous decrease in their spatial scale during the descent to lower
atmosphere with stronger magnetic fields.

(vi) No significant differences of initial width distribution
are found between the two types of SADs with different tem-
perature or density evolution characteristics, indicating that
these SADs are produced by same mechanism.

(vii) SADs with obvious acceleration or curved trajecto-
ries tend to have smaller initial widths and heights. We sug-
gest that it is caused by the fact that SADs with small ini-
tial widths usually appear in lower heights, where more fre-
quent collisions could lead to the intermittent acceleration
and curved trajectories.

Based on the results reported in the present study, we
can now give answers to those questions mentioned at the
end of Introduction. In general, all SAD widths measured at
6 moments during the descent show a log-normal distribu-
tion, indicating random and unstable processes involved in
the formation and evolution of SADs. And magnetic environ-
ment is one key factor determining widths of SADs as well
as their evolution characteristics. For example, in the flare
reported here, the difference of magnetic environments in the
north and south regions results in the width difference of
SADs observed in the two regions. The SADs with different
initial widths show no significant differences in their tem-
perature and density evolution characteristics. But for the
SADs with small initial widths, they usually appear in lower
heights, where more frequent collisions could lead to their
intermittent acceleration, width increment, and curved tra-
jectories. According to these results, we propose that SADs
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Figure 7. Different width evolution properties of the 81 SADs. These SADs are classified into two types: SADs with roughly monotonous
decreasing widths during the descent (A, SADWdec); SADs with widths evolving complicatedly during the descent (B, SADWcom).

Figure 8. Width distributions of SADs with different width evolution properties. According to the classification defined in Figure 7, width
distributions of two types of SADs (SADWdec, SADWcom) in the whole region, in the north region, and in the south region are shown in
a, b, and c, respectively.

with different initial widths seem to be produced by same
formation mechanism while various external factors such as
the collision and mergence between SADs, plasma conditions
around SADs (like density), and the magnetic field configu-
ration could affect their subsequent width evolutions.
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Figure 9. Width distributions of SADs with different temperature evolution properties. a,e: Evolutions of temperatures of SAD body and
front. SADs are classified into two types (SADTgra, SADTimp) depending on whether the temperature increases significantly. b-d: Width

distributions of two types of SADs in the whole region, in the north region, and in the south region according to the classification of body
temperature evolution. f-h: Similar to b-d, but for the front temperature of SADs.

Figure 10. Similar to Figure 9, but for two types of SADs (SADNgra, SADNimp) classified according to the body and front density
evolution properties.
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Figure 11. Width distributions of SADs with different velocity evolution property and trajectory curvature. a: Evolutions of SAD velocity.
According to the evolution of velocity, SADs are classified into two types (SADV dec, SADTacc). b-d: Width distributions of two types
of SADs in the whole region, in the north region, and in the south region. e: Scatterplot of SAD initial width vs trajectory curvature.
According to the value of trajectory curvature, SADs are classified into two types (SADstr, SADcur). f-h: Similar to b-d, but for the
trajectory curvature.

Figure 12. Statistical distributions of the appearance height of two groups of SADs with different width evolution properties (a, SADWdec

and SADWcom), velocity evolution properties (b, SADV dec and SADV acc), and trajectory curvature (c, SADstr and SADcur), respectively.
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Table 1: Different Physical Properties of the 81 SADs.

SADs wini wmax Region Width Tbody Tfront Nbody Nfront Velocity Trajectory

(arcsec) (arcsec) South&North dec&coma gra&impb gra&impb gra&impb gra&impb dec&accc cur&strd

1 14.4 17.4 North com imp imp gra gra acc str
2 15.4 15.8 North dec imp imp gra gra / str
3 10.9 10.9 /e com gra gra gra gra dec str
4 17.3 18.1 North dec imp imp imp imp / str
5 14.3 14.3 North dec gra imp gra imp acc str
6 10.8 10.8 North dec imp imp imp imp dec str
7 17.2 17.2 North dec imp imp imp imp dec str
8 14.8 14.8 North dec imp imp imp imp dec str
9 12.0 12.2 North com imp imp imp imp dec str
10 13.3 13.3 / dec imp imp imp imp dec str
11 17.6 17.6 North dec imp gra gra gra / str
12 18.3 18.3 North dec imp imp imp imp / str
13 16.0 18.1 / dec gra imp imp imp dec str
14 11.8 13.4 North com gra imp gra gra / str
15 15.8 15.8 North com gra gra gra gra / str
16 15.9 15.9 / com gra gra gra gra / str
17 19.1 19.1 North com imp imp imp imp dec str
18 17.5 17.5 / com imp imp imp imp dec str
19 12.6 17.3 North com gra gra gra gra / str
20 13.2 14.4 North dec gra imp imp imp / str
21 8.6 8.6 North com gra gra gra gra dec str
22 12.1 12.1 / dec gra gra gra gra / str
23 13.0 13.0 North dec gra imp gra gra / cur
24 10.6 22.8 South com imp imp imp imp / str
25 24.9 24.9 North dec gra imp gra imp dec str
26 8.0 8.0 South dec gra imp gra gra / cur
27 12.3 12.9 South com gra gra gra gra acc str
28 10.2 10.2 North com gra gra gra gra / str
29 13.5 13.5 North dec gra gra gra gra dec str
30 23.6 23.6 North dec gra gra gra gra / str
31 17.1 17.1 North com gra imp gra gra / str
32 21.0 21.0 North dec gra gra gra gra / str
33 13.0 13.0 South dec gra gra gra gra acc str
34 15.0 19.8 North com gra imp imp imp / str
35 18.8 18.8 South dec gra imp imp imp / str
36 14.1 14.1 North dec gra gra gra gra / str
37 9.8 12.4 South com gra gra gra gra / str
38 12.5 12.5 North dec gra gra gra gra / str
39 10.2 11.5 North com gra gra gra gra / str
40 8.4 9.1 South com gra gra gra gra acc str
41 20.6 20.6 North dec gra imp gra imp dec str
42 8.4 8.7 South com gra gra gra gra dec cur
43 18.5 18.5 North dec gra gra gra gra / str
44 12.3 15.3 North com gra gra gra gra / str
45 12.3 12.3 South com imp imp gra imp / str
46 19.5 19.5 North dec gra gra gra gra / str
47 20.6 20.6 North dec gra gra gra gra dec str
48 10.4 10.4 North dec imp imp gra imp / cur
49 11.2 11.2 / com gra gra gra gra dec str
50 13.7 15.6 / dec gra imp imp imp acc cur
51 10.0 10.0 / com imp imp imp imp / str
52 9.8 11.5 South com gra imp gra gra dec cur
53 19.2 19.2 / com imp imp imp imp dec str
54 15.1 15.1 North dec gra gra gra gra dec cur
55 8.5 10.6 South com gra gra gra gra / str
56 13.8 13.8 / dec imp imp imp imp dec cur
57 7.9 8.0 / com imp imp gra imp dec str
58 11.1 11.1 South com gra gra gra gra acc str
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59 8.4 8.4 South dec gra imp gra gra / str
60 10.6 16.1 South com gra imp gra imp acc str
61 10.7 10.7 South dec gra gra gra gra acc cur
62 10.0 10.0 South com gra gra gra gra acc str
63 10.2 14.8 South com gra imp gra imp / str
64 12.1 12.1 South dec gra gra gra gra acc str
65 8.6 9.9 South dec gra gra gra gra / str
66 10.6 10.6 South com gra imp gra gra / str
67 9.3 10.1 South com gra imp gra gra acc str
68 11.1 16.0 South com gra gra gra gra / cur
69 22.0 22.0 / dec gra gra gra gra dec str
70 8.7 10.0 South com gra gra gra gra acc str
71 8.5 9.3 South com gra gra gra gra / cur
72 13.5 13.5 / dec gra gra gra gra dec str
73 14.1 15.9 South com gra imp gra imp acc cur
74 12.2 13.2 / dec gra gra gra gra / str
75 4.6 6.4 South com gra gra gra gra / str
76 11.7 11.7 South com gra imp gra gra / cur
77 8.6 10.2 South com gra imp gra imp dec str
78 17.9 17.9 / dec gra gra gra gra dec str
79 19.5 19.5 / dec gra gra gra gra dec str
80 12.2 12.2 / dec gra gra gra imp / str
81 17.1 17.1 / dec gra gra gra gra / str

a According to the evolution characteristic of width, “dec” represents that the SAD performs roughly monotonous decrease of width during
the descent while “com” represents that the SAD performs complicated evolution of width.

b According to the evolution characteristic of body and front thermal properties (temperature and density), “gra” represents that the
corresponding thermal property of the SAD increases gradually while “imp” represents that the corresponding thermal property of the
SAD increases impulsively.

c According to the evolution characteristic of velocity, “dec” represents that the SAD performs great decrease of velocity at middle time
while “acc” represents that the SAD has a significant acceleration.

d According to the trajectory curvature, “cur” represents that the trajectory of the SAD is curved while “str” represents that the trajectory
of the SAD is nearly straight.

e “/” represents the SAD does not meet any of the two grouping criteria.
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